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Abstract
Tremendous progress has been made in visual repre-

sentation learning, notably with the recent success of self-
supervised contrastive learning methods. Supervised con-
trastive learning has also been shown to outperform its
cross-entropy counterparts by leveraging labels for choos-
ing where to contrast. However, there has been little work
to explore the transfer capability of contrastive learning to
a different domain. In this paper, we conduct a compre-
hensive study on the transferability of learned representa-
tions of different contrastive approaches for linear evalua-
tion, full-network transfer, and few-shot recognition on 12
downstream datasets from different domains, and object de-
tection tasks on MSCOCO and VOC0712. The results show
that the contrastive approaches learn representations that
are easily transferable to a different downstream task. We
further observe that the joint objective of self-supervised
contrastive loss with cross-entropy/supervised-contrastive
loss leads to better transferability of these models over their
supervised counterparts. Our analysis reveals that the rep-
resentations learned from the contrastive approaches con-
tain more low/mid-level semantics than cross-entropy mod-
els, which enables them to quickly adapt to a new task. Our
codes and models will be publicly available to facilitate fu-
ture research on transferability of visual representations. 1

1. Introduction
Self-supervised learning is an important research area

whose goal is to learn superior data representations with-
out any labelled supervision. Recently, self-supervised
contrastive learning has shown promising results in image
classification tasks [21, 7, 4]. In the contrastive learning
paradigm, a model is trained to recognize different augmen-
tations of the same image (commonly referred as positives)
while discriminating them from other random images (re-

*This work was done while the author was an intern at IBM.
1https://github.com/asrafulashiq/transfer broad

(a) Linear evaluation (b) Few-shot classification

Figure 1: Average top-1 accuracy of different models on the
downstream datasets. (a) Linear evaluation with a fixed feature
extractor and (b) 5-way 5-shot few-shot classification. In both
cases, we observe that contrastive pretrained models achieve su-
perior performance compared to cross-entropy pretrained mod-
els. Adding a self-supervised contrastive loss (SelfSupCon)
improves the performance for both supervised cross-entropy and
supervised contrastive pretrained models. We argue that incorpo-
rating a self-supervised contrastive loss (SelfSupCon) increases
the variability within the same-class features and makes the mod-
els learn both high-level semantics and low-level cues.

ferred as negatives) in the dataset. The promising perfor-
mance of self-supervised contrastive learning led to the idea
of leveraging label information in the contrastive learning
paradigm. To this end, Khosla et al. [30] proposed a su-
pervised contrastive learning framework that achieves better
ImageNet accuracy than the standard cross-entropy model.

Representations learned from contrastive learning have
been shown to perform better than supervised cross-entropy
models in various downstream tasks, particularly the object
detection task [21, 7, 30, 45, 54]. Despite recent progress,
it is unclear why contrastive representations transfer bet-
ter to other tasks, since most prior work focuses on in-
domain evaluation, particularly ImageNet classification ac-
curacy. In this paper, our goal is to understand the un-
derlying mechanism of the superior transferability of con-
trastive learning. Towards this end, we conduct a com-
prehensive study regarding transfer learning of contrastive
approaches on downstream image classification, few-shot
evaluation, and object detection. We rigorously bench-
mark five methods with different training objective losses:
cross-entropy, self-supervised contrastive, supervised con-
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trastive, joint cross-entropy/self-supervised contrastive, and
joint supervised/self-supervised contrastive.

We first compare the transfer performance of different
ImageNet pretrained models on a collection of 12 down-
stream datasets from various domains. We find that con-
trastive methods perform much better than the supervised
cross-entropy models, particularly in fixed feature transfer
learning; however, the performance gap becomes smaller
after full-network fine-tuning. We observe similar trends
on other downstream tasks, including few-shot recogni-
tion and object detection and instance segmentation on the
VOC0712 [15] and MS COCO [36] datasets. In particular,
our results indicate that the joint objective of self-supervised
contrastive loss and supervised cross-entropy/contrastive
loss consistently outperforms the standard trained coun-
terparts in different downstream tasks. Figure 1 shows
the average top-1 accuracy of the different ImageNet pre-
trained methods we studied on the downstream datasets, for
both fixed-feature linear evaluation and few-shot classifica-
tion. Both the self-supervised contrastive model (denoted
SelfSupCon) and supervised contrastive model (denoted
SupCon) perform better than the cross-entropy model (de-
noted CE). Moreover, the combination of cross-entropy and
self-supervised contrastive (denoted CE+SelfSupCon)
performs better than cross-entropy or self-supervised con-
trastive alone. The same goes for the combination of self-
supervised contrastive and supervised contrastive (denoted
SupCon+SelfSupCon).

We next investigate why contrastive approaches show su-
perior transferability by analyzing the similarity between
hidden representations, intra-class separation, and robust-
ness to image corruption. We find that contrastive ap-
proaches learn more low-level and mid-level information
that can be easily adapted to a different domain than the
supervised cross-entropy models, which mostly learns high-
level semantics in the penultimate layers. Zhao et al. [54]
hypothesized that one of the limiting factors of supervised
cross-entropy models is the objective of minimizing intra-
class variation. Our analysis also suggests that a model
should have sufficient intra-class variation in the source do-
main to better transfer the learned representations to a dif-
ferent domain. Most standard supervised loss functions aim
to increase inter-class distance and decrease intra-class vari-
ation, which might be harmful for transferability of features.
We infer that contrastive approaches have larger within-
class separation than the standard cross-entropy models,
which could be one of the factors underlying their superior
transferability. We also analyze the robustness and calibra-
tion of different models, and find that contrastive losses are
more robust to different image corruptions and predict well-
calibrated class probabilities that are more representative of
true correctness likelihoods than cross-entropy models. Our
key contributions in this work are as follows:

• We benchmark five methods including cross-entropy,
self-supervised contrastive, supervised contrastive,
and their combinations on downstream image classifi-
cation, object detection, and few-shot recognition. All
results show a similar trend that contrastive learning
extracts better features for transfer learning.

• We show that combining supervised loss with self-
supervised contrastive loss improves transfer learning
performance. Specifically, learned representation from
the joint objective of self-supervised contrastive and
supervised contrastive loss significantly outperforms
the model trained with cross-entropy by 5.63% un-
der linear evaluation protocol and 3.46% in few-shot
recognition (5-shot) on the 12 downstream datasets,
1.37% AP50 under object detection on VOC0712, and
⇠0.8% on MS COCO. The improvement of the joint
objective over supervised contrastive model is small
but consistent across all downstream tasks. The joint
objective of cross-entropy and self-supervised con-
trastive loss also consistently performs better than the
models trained with the individual objectives.

• We apply Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA) [33]
and show that contrastive models contain more low-
level and mid-level information in the penultimate lay-
ers than standard cross-entropy models. Furthermore,
our analysis suggests that the contrastive models have
higher intra-class variation than the standard cross-
entropy models, even if the network is not explicitly
trained to increase intra-class distance.

2. Related Work
Transfer Learning. Early results on transfer learning
showed that convolutional neural networks (CNNs) trained
on large-scale datasets could be used to extract features
to train SVMs and logistic regression models that outper-
formed hand-crafted feature-based approaches [6, 14, 44].
Transfer learning can be a powerful tool to train a signifi-
cantly smaller dataset than the base dataset without overfit-
ting. However, the factors driving the performance are still
not completely understood. Huh et al. [27] investigated the
effect of the source dataset on transfer learning. Simon et
al. [34] found that pretrained models with higher ImageNet
accuracy also tend to perform well in the downstream task.
Azizpour et al. [2] investigated the effect of network depth
on the transfer performance. In this work, we show that con-
trastive training can improve transfer learning performance,
and investigate the underlying principle behind it.
Self-Supervised and Supervised Contrastive Learning.
Earlier work on self-supervised learning generated pseudo
labels by patch position [13], image colorization [53], im-
age inpainting [43], rotation [17], predictive coding [23, 23]
and other pretext tasks. Recently, contrastive learning



has led to significant performance enhancement in self-
supervised image representation learning. In particular,
MoCo [21], SimCLR [7], SwAV [4], and others have shown
dramatic improvement in representation quality learned
from unlabeled ImageNet images. Khosla et al. [30] pro-
posed a new contrastive loss to leverage the label informa-
tion. Moreover, representations learned from contrastive
learning have been shown to perform better than super-
vised cross-entropy models in various downstream tasks
[52, 21, 7, 30, 29, 31, 28]. However, most of the studies per-
form limited comparison, particularly with regard to fixed-
feature transfer, few-shot learning and robustness, and the
underlying principle of why contrastive learning transfers
better still remains unclear.

3. Analysis Setup
Given a source domain Ds =

{(xS1 , yS1), (xS2 , yS2), . . . , (xSN , ySN )} with a
marginal distribution PS and a target domain
DT = {(xT1 , yT1), (xT2 , yT2), . . . , (xTN , yTN )} with
a marginal distribution PT , where (xi, yi) is the image-
label pair, and, in general, PS 6= PT , the objective of
transfer learning is to learn a target prediction function
fT (·) using the knowledge of DS . We study various
target prediction tasks, namely, linear evaluation over fixed
network for image classification, full-network fine-tuning
for image classification, object detection, and few-shot
image classification tasks.

3.1. Loss Functions
Supervised Cross-Entropy Loss. Supervised cross-
entropy loss [3] is the standard loss function for multi-class
classification. Given an input image x and one-hot encoded
target label y, denote the output representation of the en-
coder network as v = f✓(x). The class logits are calculated
as l = Wv + b, where W 2 RK⇥D contains the weights
and b 2 RK is the bias of the final linear layer. The super-
vised cross-entropy loss is defined as:

LCE(l,y) = �
KX

i=1

yi log

 
exp(li)PK
j=1 exp(lj)

!
(1)

Self-Supervised and Supervised Contrastive Loss. In
the contrastive learning paradigm, the network is trained
by distinguishing between similar and dissimilar instances.
We use Momentum Contrast (MoCo) [21], particularly Mo-
Cov2 [8], for studying the efficacy of contrastive represen-
tations for transfer learning. The encoder f✓(·) of MoCo
is a convolutional neural network (CNN), followed by a
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) head to embed the encoded
features in a contrastive subspace. MoCo has two base net-
works; one is actively trained to extract query features, and

(a) CE+SelfSupCon (b) SupCon+SelfSupCon

Figure 2: Overview of the CE+SelfSupCon and
SupCon+SelfSupCon models, both of which contain
additional headers to optimize the corresponding loss terms.

the other is the moving average of the query encoder to ex-
tract positive and negative features (commonly known as
keys). Denote the query as q and the set of keys in the
queue as {k1,k2, . . . ,kM}. Assuming the key denoted by
k+ matches with the query q, the objective of MoCo is:

LSelfSupCon(q) = � log
exp(q · k+/⌧)PM
j=1 exp(q · kj/⌧)

, (2)

where M is the queue size. In self-supervised contrastive
loss, the positive key k+ is obtained from the augmented
view of the same input image.

To leverage label information in contrastive learning, we
follow the loss function from [30], where the positives are
sampled from the contrastive features of the same classes as
the query. The supervised contrastive loss is:

LSupCon(q) =
X

1jM
y(q)=y(kj)

� log
exp(q · kj/⌧)PM

j0=1 exp(q · kj0/⌧)
.

(3)

3.2. Methods
We examine five different methods to analyze the ef-

fectiveness of contrastive learning in tranferability, namely,
CE, SelfSupCon, SupCon, CE+SelfSupCon, and
SupCon+SelfSupCon. For all the models, we use the
same backbone (ResNet-50 for linear evaluation and fine-
tuning; ResNet-18 for few-shot recognition) when eval-
uating to the downstream datasets. CE, SelfSupCon,
and SupCon are trained from the loss functions defined
in Eq. 1, 2, and 3, respectively. SelfSupCon contains
a ResNet backbone and an MLP projection head with two
linear layers (2048-d hidden layer with ReLU and 128-d
output layer). Note that the MLP projection head is only
used during the pretraining stage. See [8] for more details.
CE+SelfSupCon (Figure 2a) contains two branches on
top of the shared backbone; one branch minimizes the su-
pervised cross-entropy loss (LCE), and the other minimizes
the self-supervised contrastive loss (LSelfSupCon). The su-
pervised branch contains a linear layer to produce the class



Category Dataset Train Size Test Size Classes

Natural
CropDisease [38] 43456 10849 38
Flowers [40] 1020 6149 102
DeepWeeds [41] 12252 5257 9

Satellite EuroSAT [22] 18900 8100 10
Resisc45 [9] 22005 9495 45

Symbolic Omniglot [35] 9226 3954 1623
SVHN [39] 73257 26032 10

Medical ISIC [11] 7007 3008 7
ChestX [50] 18090 7758 7

Illustrative Kaokore [46] 6568 821 8
Sketch [49] 35000 15889 1000

Texture DTD [10] 3760 1880 47

Table 1: Datasets used for downstream image classification.

logits. The self-supervised branch consists of an MLP pro-
jection head containing two linear layers similar to MoCo.
SupCon+SelfSupCon (Figure 2b) contains two headers
with the shared backbone, one of which optimizes the self-
supervised loss (LSelfSupCon), and the other minimizing the
supervised contrastive loss (LSupCon). Both branches con-
sist of an MLP projection header similar to MoCo. We also
experimented with a single header instead of using two sep-
arate branches; however, it diverges during training.

4. Experimental Results
In the following sections, we describe the datasets, ex-

perimental setup, and results of our analysis. More details
about datasets, implementation, and hyperparameter tuning
are provided in Appendix A.

4.1. Datasets
For source dataset training, we use ImageNet1K training

set [12] with 1.28M images for downstream linear evalua-
tion and full-network fine-tuning, and Mini-ImageNet [48]
training set with 38k images for few-shot classification. For
the downstream task of image classification, we use 12
datasets from different domains to evaluate the transferabil-
ity of different models. The datasets are categorized as nat-
ural, satellite, symbolic, illustrative, medical, and texture.
Table 1 describes statistics of the benchmark datasets.

4.2. Experimental Setup
We set the temperature parameter of MoCo to ⌧ =

0.07, and queue size to 65596 for ImageNet pretraining
and 16384 for Mini-ImageNet pretraining for all contrastive
models. For both the cross-entropy and contrastive models,
we use the standard data augmentations used in the liter-
ature for the respective models. For CE+SelfSupCon,
we use the same MoCo augmentation for both the cross-
entropy and contrastive branches. We also provide ablations
on CE with MoCo augmentation in Sec. 6. Unless other-
wise mentioned, we use top-1 accuracy as the evaluation

Figure 3: Top-1 accuracy of different models on the downstream
datasets for fixed-feature extractor transfer learning (averaged over
5 runs). The models are pretrained on the ImageNet1K dataset
and we only train the final linear layer on top of the pretrained
backbones. Best viewed in color.

metric. When performing transfer learning to the down-
stream datasets, we created a separate validation set from
the training set, and swept the hyperparameters (learning
rate, batch size, and weight decay) for each dataset. Then
we use the optimal hyperparameters to train the full training
set (train+val), and evaluate on the test set. We also perform
multiple runs with different random seeds, and report mean
score among different runs. See Appendix B for detailed
results with confidence intervals over multiple runs.

4.3. Linear Evaluation over Fixed Network

We first use the linear evaluation over fixed network to
test the learned visual representations. For all methods,
we freeze the backbone, only train a linear layer on top of
the backbone, and optimize the cross-entropy loss with the
SGD optimizer. The learning rate, weight decay, and batch
size are selected by hyperparameter tuning on the validation
set. Figure 3 shows the performance of different models
on the 12 downstream datasets in terms of top-1 accuracy
(averaged over 5 runs). Note that our reproduced cross-
entropy trained model performs slightly differently than the
pretrained ResNet-50 model from PyTorch [42].

We note that the cross-entropy model performs the worst
as a fixed feature extractor, both in terms of the accu-
racy for an individual dataset and the final average across
all datasets. All of the contrastive approaches perform
better than cross-entropy. We also find that training the
cross-entropy model with strong augmentation as MoCo
does not help much either. The best performing model
SupCon+SelfSupCon performs, on average, 5.63%
better than CE. For datasets that are different than Im-
ageNet, e.g., SVHN, Sketch, Omniglot, and DTD, CE
performs much worse than contrastive models. We in-
fer that features learned from the cross-entropy model are
not directly helpful for datasets that are much different
than ImageNet, while features learned from contrastive ap-
proaches are applicable to the datasets from different do-
mains. Moreover, CE+SelfSupCon performs better than



CropDisease DeepWeeds Flowers102 EuroSAT Resisc45 ISIC ChestX Omniglot SVHN Kaokore Sketch DTD Mean

Full Dataset

CE 99.92 97.37 93.47 98.78 96.03 88.06 55.67 90.34 97.03 88.13 79.49 73.26 88.13
SelfSupCon 99.91 97.39 93.36 98.85 96.28 88.13 56.41 91.10 97.25 88.92 77.16 75.49 88.35
SupCon 99.91 96.89 95.37 98.67 96.01 87.92 55.08 90.56 97.11 87.88 80.14 74.19 88.31
CE+SelfSupCon 99.88 97.28 95.30 98.91 96.18 88.29 54.77 90.20 97.14 88.25 80.85 74.12 88.43
SupCon+SelfSupCon 99.91 97.38 96.17 98.75 96.21 88.55 55.12 90.86 97.04 87.73 80.17 74.86 88.56
1000 training samples

CE 93.89 87.46 88.31 94.68 79.33 78.26 40.42 44.95 77.65 77.28 14.87 60.43 69.79
SelfSupCon 93.95 88.10 88.92 95.47 81.14 78.27 43.09 45.33 82.37 79.41 10.57 62.95 70.80
SupCon 93.93 86.89 91.53 94.73 81.95 78.51 41.97 44.48 79.25 77.41 16.31 64.71 70.97
CE+SelfSupCon 93.60 86.83 91.01 94.51 80.43 78.68 41.65 44.08 79.85 79.14 15.72 65.07 70.88
SupCon+SelfSupCon 93.82 87.42 91.93 95.12 81.28 78.93 41.77 44.06 80.51 78.84 15.57 66.02 71.27

Table 2: Performance of different models on the downstream datasets in terms of top-1 accuracy (%) (averaged over 5 runs) for full-
network fine-tuning. Contrastive pretrained methods are slightly more effective in a limited data regime than cross-entropy based models.

Datasets VOC0712 MS COCO (Trained with 1⇥ schedule)
Detectors FasterRCNN-R50-C4 MaskRCNN-R50-C4 MaskRCNN-R50-FPN
Methods APbb

50 APbb APbb
75 APbb APbb

50 APbb
75 APmk APmk

50 APmk
75 APbb APbb

50 APbb
75 APmk APmk

50 APmk
75

CE 81.58 54.63 60.17 38.91 59.05 42.14 33.98 55.39 36.10 39.84 60.54 43.60 36.54 57.65 39.25
SelfSupCon 82.48 57.33 64.03 39.14 58.74 42.40 34.29 55.53 36.62 39.19 59.54 42.74 36.03 56.79 38.75
SupCon 82.64 56.12 62.45 39.63 59.76 42.77 34.52 56.26 36.54 40.40 61.20 44.35 36.97 58.31 39.80
CE+SelfSupCon 83.06 57.07 63.97 39.68 59.84 42.80 34.62 56.31 36.74 40.65 61.38 44.65 37.21 58.57 40.06
SupCon+SelfSupCon 82.95 57.26 64.12 39.95 60.02 43.12 34.93 56.59 37.27 40.33 60.96 44.20 36.95 58.19 39.73
The results of VOC0712 is the average of 5 runs. APbb: AP of objection detection; APmk: AP of instance segmentation.

Table 3: Object detection and instance segmentation results on VOC0712 and MS COCO (averaged over 5 runs).

CE or SelfSupCon and SupCon+SelfSupCon per-
forms better than the individual SupCon or SelfSupCon
model, suggesting that self-supervised contrastive learning
improves the transferability of supervised cross-entropy and
supervised contrastive learning.

4.4. Full-Network Fine-Tuning
We further fine-tune the full network to study the trans-

ferability of all the methods. Here we include the results of
image classification and object detection.
Image Classification. We fine-tune the pretrained models
along with the final linear header on downstream datasets.
We perform different hyperparameter sweeping on the val-
idation set and report the scores on the test set for the
optimal hyperparameters. Table 2 shows the top-1 ac-
curacy of all datasets for full-network fine-tuning for 5
runs. While CE performs much worse than other con-
trastive models in the linear evaluation experiments, we did
not observe similar behavior for full-network fine-tuning.
SupCon+SelfSupCon achieves 88.56% top-1 accuracy,
just 0.43% better than CE, which achieves 88.13% top-1 ac-
curacy. We also report the performance of fine-tuning with
only 1000 training samples, where CE+SelfSupCon per-
forms 1.09% better than CE, and SupCon+SelfSupCon
performs 1.48% better than CE. We infer that contrastive
pretrained methods are slightly more effective in a lim-
ited data regime than cross-entropy based models. How-
ever, when we have a sufficient amount of data, all models
achieve similar performance.

Object Detection and Instance Segmentation. We con-
duct experiments on object detection and instance segmen-
tation on VOC0712 [15] and MS COCO [36] to validate the
learned representations from different models based on De-
tectron2 [51]. We follow the settings in [21] to fine-tune
the whole network while only training a few epochs (1⇥
schedule in the Detectron2 setting). The results are shown
in Table 3. SupCon provides slightly better results than CE
and SelfSupCon. Furthermore, CE+SelfSupCon and
SupCon+SelfSupCon achieved consistent improvement
on AP over their counterparts by ⇠0.8% and ⇠0.5% on MS
COCO, respectively. Again, the results echo our previous
observations in linear evaluation experiments.

4.5. Few-shot Classification

For few-shot learning, we use the ResNet-18 backbone,
and pretrain all models on the Mini-ImageNet dataset. As
suggested by [47], a model providing good embedding is
essential for few-shot learning; thus, we simply trained a
logistic regression classifier on top of the fixed network for
the few-shot classification. Table 4 shows the average top-
1 accuracy of 600 episodes for 5-way 5-shot and 20-shot
experiments. We observe a similar trend that contrastive
approaches consistently perform better than cross-entropy
across all downstream datasets. CE+SelfSupCon and
SupCon+SelfSupCon achieve the best scores, which
suggests that self-supervised contrastive learning improves
upon both supervised cross-entropy and supervised con-
trastive learning. On the other hand, when performing in-



Mini-IN⇤ CropDisease DeepWeeds Flowers102 EuroSAT Resisc45 ISIC ChestX Omniglot SVHN Kaokore Sketch DTD Mean

5-shot

CE 72.47 86.58 48.33 81.31 78.51 72.86 44.28 26.16 94.26 27.98 37.63 64.64 57.64 60.01
SelfSupCon 67.71 83.29 49.90 84.29 81.65 72.36 45.20 26.91 93.61 27.10 42.75 66.32 61.35 61.23
SupCon 75.20 83.44 47.74 82.93 80.94 74.48 42.97 26.23 96.78 33.22 45.10 74.24 65.42 62.79
CE+SelfSupCon 76.13 84.68 50.02 86.88 82.63 75.11 44.66 27.93 96.19 31.36 45.32 72.38 67.21 63.70
SupCon+SelfSupCon 72.81 84.26 50.35 86.72 82.57 74.94 45.82 28.19 96.72 30.67 45.26 71.09 65.08 63.47
20-shot

CE 80.81 92.51 58.43 89.00 84.77 82.08 52.88 29.86 97.76 35.69 46.87 76.43 67.85 67.84
SelfSupCon 76.95 90.42 58.99 90.77 87.72 82.20 53.57 32.01 97.70 34.70 52.71 77.94 71.00 69.14
SupCon 83.32 90.73 55.90 90.45 87.71 83.40 51.11 31.06 98.87 44.98 54.94 85.23 74.11 70.71
CE+SelfSupCon 84.24 91.27 58.63 92.70 89.13 84.54 52.80 33.42 98.63 41.60 54.72 83.32 75.78 71.38
SupCon+SelfSupCon 82.07 91.54 59.24 92.51 89.04 84.18 54.08 33.92 98.71 40.84 55.25 82.84 74.58 71.39
⇤: test on the novel classes.

Table 4: Few-shot classification accuracies (average score over 600 episodes) for 5-shot and 20-shot on the Mini-ImageNet and 12
downstream datasets. Contrastive approaches consistently perform better than cross-entropy across all downstream datasets.

Figure 4: Centered Ker-
nel Alignment (CKA) scores.
Top: between different stages
of the same model, which
shows that final layers of a
contrastive model are more
similar to initial layers than in
the cross-entropy model. Bot-
tom: the same stage between
different models, showing that
different models learn simi-
lar representation in the initial
layers but diverge drastically
in the final layers.

domain few-shot on the Mini-ImageNet test set, we ob-
serve that SupCon+SelfSupCon performs worse than
SupCon, suggesting that the performance of same-domain
few-shot classification might not be a good proxy for cross-
domain few-shot performance.

5. Discussion and Analysis
Contrastive approaches learn more low/mid-level fea-
tures. Figure 4 (top row) shows the similarity between
different stages of the same ResNet-50 model in terms
of the centered kernel alignment (CKA) [33]. The ini-
tial stages mostly learn low-level features, while the final
stages learn more semantic information. The CE model
has the least similarity between the representations of the
final ResNet stage and the initial stage with a CKA score
of 0.10. We infer that the final ResNet stages of CE con-
tain mostly domain-specific high-level semantics. While
SupCon is also trained in a supervised fashion to increase
inter-class distance, it has a higher CKA score of 0.12 be-
tween the final and initial layers, which suggests that the
final layers of SupCon contain more low-level and mid-
level information than CE. As expected, the final stage of
SelfSupCon contains the most low/mid-level informa-

tion, and CE+SelfSupCon and SupCon+SelfSupCon
show higher CKA scores between the final layers and initial
layers than their supervised counterparts.

Similarly, Figure 4 (bottom row) shows the similarity be-
tween representations of the same ResNet stages between
different models. We observe that the representations from
ResNet stage-1 to stage-3 are highly similar between dif-
ferent methods, with CKA scores more than 0.9. However,
the representations become slightly differentiated in ResNet
stage-4 and highly dissimilar in the final ResNet stage. For
example, the CKA between CE and SelfSupCon in the
final layer is only 0.47. Surprisingly, CKA between CE
and SupCon is 0.42 despite the fact that both models were
trained with ImageNet1k with full supervision, which sug-
gests that SupCon learns a much different feature represen-
tation than CE. Moreover, all contrastively trained models
are more similar to each other than to cross-entropy model.

Supervised learning models learn feature representations
using objectives that also increase the inter-class separation.
However, we argue that increasing the intra-class variation,
though possibly harmful for in-domain performance, is ben-
eficial for learning rich feature representations in transfer
learning. t-SNE visualizations in Figure 5 show that the
clusters in contrastive methods are more spread out than in



(a) CE (b) CE+SelfSupCon (c) SelfSupCon

(d) SupCon (e) SupCon+SelfSupCon

Figure 5: t-SNE visualization of penultimate layer activations
of different models on the ImageNet dataset. The projections of
CE are much tighter, whereas the projections of contrastive ap-
proaches are spread into broad clusters. Best viewed in color.

vanilla cross-entropy, which also supports our claim.

Contrastive models improve model calibration. There
are several metrics for measuring the models’ calibration.
Here we adopt the Expected Calibration Error (ECE) and
Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) [19]. See Appendix C.1
for the experimental setup.

Table 5 reports the performance for ImageNet pretrained
models on the ImageNet validation dataset in terms of
Top-1 accuracy (higher is better), Negative Log Likelihood
(lower is better), and Expected Calibration Error (lower is
better). We see that well-calibrated models do not neces-
sarily have higher accuracy. In particular, SelfSupCon
shows the best calibration performance, but worst top-1
accuracy score. Moreover, CE+SelfSupCon has better
ECE and NLL scores than either CE or SelfSupCon, and
SupCon+SelfSupCon shows better calibration scores
than SupCon or SelfSupCon. We also evaluate the
ImageNet pretrained models on the Stylized ImageNet
validation set [16] to see whether contrastive approaches
learn both texture-based and shape-based representations.
In Table 5, we show that contrastively trained models
perform better on the Stylized ImageNet validation set than
the cross-entropy model. While SupCon+SelfSupCon
has slightly lower accuracy than SupCon, it improves the
calibration by 2.93%. Note that SelfSupCon performs
the worst in terms of top-1 accuracy, which is expected
since the backbone has not been trained with label informa-
tion, and both of the datasets in Table 5 contain ImageNet
classes. However, SelfSupCon performs better than CE
in terms of ECE score. Overall, our experiments suggest
that contrastive approaches produce more calibrated pre-
dictions than the cross-entropy model on both in-domain
evaluation and transfer learning. Calibration performance
on the 12 downstream datasets is provided in Appendix C.2.

ImageNet Stylized ImageNet
Method Top-1(%) NLL ECE(%) Top-1(%) ECE(%)

CE 76.60 0.9575 6.63 7.50 33.19
SelfSupCon 66.07 1.3943 1.60 5.34 21.59
SupCon 77.32 0.9466 4.49 10.12 16.35
CE+SelfSupCon 77.47 0.9106 5.14 9.77 24.36
SupCon+SelfSupCon 77.11 0.9306 4.31 9.70 13.42

Table 5: Performance on ImageNet validation in terms of Top-
1 accuracy (higher is better), Negative Log Likelihood (lower is
better), and Expected Calibration Error (lower is better). All the
models were trained on the ImageNet1K training dataset.

Method ImageNet-R ImageNet-A ImageNet-C
Top-1(%) ECE(%) Top-1(%) ECE(%) mCE(%)

CE 35.83 19.45 3.35 55.03 60.80
SelfSupCon 26.51 25.14 2.85 48.47 68.87
SupCon 42.01 13.40 7.36 46.78 54.23
CE+SelfSupCon 41.01 17.87 7.71 51.19 54.27
SupCon+SelfSupCon 38.57 13.60 6.36 46.16 54.40

Table 6: Robustness tests on the ImageNet-R, ImageNet-A, and
ImageNet-C datasets. ECE is the expected calibration error (lower
is better) and mCE (lower is better) is the mean of the (unnormal-
ized) corruption errors of the Noise, Blur, Weather, and Digital
corruptions. Models are trained only on clean ImageNet images.

Contrastive learning is robust to image corruption.
Many deep learning models lack robustness to natural cor-
ruptions. In Table 6, we report the robustness performance
of different models on the ImageNet-R [24], ImageNet-
A [26], and ImageNet-C [25] datasets. Contrastive ap-
proaches, with the exception of SelfSupCon, show supe-
rior performance for both the ImageNet-A and ImageNet-R
datasets, in both top-1 accuracy and expected calibration er-
ror (ECE) [19]. The improvement is particularly noticeable
between CE and CE+SelfSupCon. CE+SelfSupCon
improves the accuracy over CE by 5.18% for ImageNet-A
and 4.38% for ImageNet-R, and lowers the calibration error
by 1.58% for ImageNet-A and 3.72% for ImageNet-R.

The rightmost column of Table 6 reports performance
of different models on ImageNet-C in terms of (unnor-
malized) mean corruption error (mCE) of the Noise, Blur,
Weather, and Digital corruptions. Lower mCE denotes
that the model is more robust to different corruption
types. All the models are trained on clean ImageNet1K
dataset. We observe that CE+SelfSupCon, SupCon, and
SupCon+SelfSupCon perform the best across different
models, and also provide better representations that are
transferable to different domains, as shown in the linear
evaluation and few-shot experiments. We also note that
there is no single contrastive model that works best for all
metrics in terms of robustness; however, contrastive loss, in
general, improves the neural network robustness.

6. Ablation Studies
Ablations on weights of SelfSupCon loss for model
with joint objective. As described in Section 3.1,



Figure 6: Effect of different weights on the LSelfSupCon term in
the CE+SelfSupCon model. Best viewed in color.

Method Linear-Evaluation Finetune Few-shot

CE 75.67 88.13 60.01
CE(strong) 75.91 88.27 61.31

Table 7: Performance comparison between CE and
CE(strong) for linear evaluation, full-network fine-tuning, and
5-shot few-shot classification in terms of average top-1 accuracy
over the 12 downstream datasets.

CE+SelfSupCon is trained with the objective of LCE +
↵LSelfSupCon, where ↵ is the weight on self-supervised
contrastive loss. Figure 6 reports the effect of ↵ on aver-
age transfer accuracy of 12 downstream datasets and Ima-
geNet1K validation accuracy. We obtain the highest Ima-
geNet accuracy for ↵ = 1; however, the highest transfer
accuracy is reported at ↵ = 2, which indicates that higher
ImageNet accuracy does not always imply higher transfer
accuracy. Higher values of ↵ impose more intra-class vari-
ation, and there is an optimal value where transferability
of the model is maximized. Imposing more intra-class dis-
tance might hurt transfer performance, as shown in figure
that when ↵ > 2 the transfer accuracy gradually decreases.
Effect of augmentations on CE model. For the CE model,
we adopt standard data augmentation as used in ResNet-
50 ImageNet training. We also train a cross-entropy model
with additional augmentations, such as color-jitter, ran-
dom gray-scale, and Gaussian blur, so that all the mod-
els are pre-trained with similar augmentations. We denote
this model as CE(strong). Table 7 shows mean accu-
racy of 12 downstream datasets for CE(strong) in linear
evaluation, full-network fine-tune, and few-shot classifica-
tion (averaged over 5 runs). CE(strong) is just slightly
better than CE for transfer learning; however, contrastive
approaches are still significantly better than both CE and
CE(strong), particularly for fixed-feature transfer.
Does transferability improve with longer training? We
study the effect of pretrained checkpoints from different
ImageNet-training epochs on the transferability of visual
representations. Figure 7 shows average transfer accuracy
for fixed feature linear evaluation on the 12 downstream
datasets for models from different pretraining epochs. The
transfer performance of the CE pretrained model improves

Figure 7: Left: Average linear evaluation accuracy (%) of all
the downstream datasets, and Right: ImageNet validation ac-
curacy, for intermediate checkpoints from different ImageNet-
pretraining epochs. Transferable representations from the cross-
entropy model do not improve much with more pretraining epochs
on ImageNet. However, for contrastive approaches, longer pre-
training improves transferability. Best viewed in color.

very little after 80 pretraining epochs, suggesting that CE
learns transferable representation mostly during the initial
phase of the pretraining, and it learns more source-domain
specific representation at later pretraining epochs. On the
other hand, transferability of contrastive methods improve
gradually with longer source dataset pretraining. More-
over, during the initial pretraining stages, we find that both
CE+SelfSupCon and SupCon+SelfSupCon still per-
form better in transfer learning than other models, suggest-
ing that the joint objectives could be beneficial even in re-
source constrained environments.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we conduct extensive analysis on the trans-

ferability of contrastive learning on the downstream im-
age classification, few-shot recognition, and object detec-
tion tasks. Our study suggests that contrastive models con-
sistently perform better in transfer learning than standard
cross-entropy models, and combining self-supervised con-
trastive loss with cross-entropy or supervised contrastive
loss improves transfer learning performance. We find
several factors that make representations from contrastive
learning more transferable than supervised cross-entropy
model. The penultimate layer representations of contrastive
learning are much different than the cross-entropy model;
in particular, contrastive models contain more low-level and
mid-level information in final layers, and the contrastively
trained model shows larger intra-class separation, and con-
trastive models are more robust to image corruptions.
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